
PROFESSIONAL BOOK CENTER — IJCAI 2001 CONFERENCE
2050 SOUTH SAINT PAUL ST., DENVER, CO 80210, U.S.A.

To: All Authors of Accepted Papers
Congratulations on the acceptance of your paper for inclusion in the IJCAI 2001 conference proceedings. The following is
provided to help you prepare your paper for printing in the proceedings. This year, you will be required to 
deliver your paper in electronic form. Please follow these instructions closely.

Submission Deadline
Final papers must be delivered to Professional Book Center in Colorado, not to AAAI, the conference organizers, or the
publisher. The deadline for receipt of your formatted paper via FTP, and the appropriate accompanying forms via FAX
(see below) is Tuesday, April 10, 2001. This is an absolute deadline; the FTP space will be closed after the deadline,
and late papers can not be included in the proceedings. If you discover major errors in your paper following electronic
submission, contact us via e-mail (lee@probook.net) for permission and instructions on how to submit a replacement pa-
per. Although we will try to include replacement papers, we cannot guarantee their inclusion in the book. 

We highly recommend that you transmit your file at least 48 to 72 hours in advance of the deadline. Transient condi-
tions, such as network downtime or inability to maintain a good connection, may delay transmission. So if at all possible,
please beat the deadline by a couple of days to allow yourself a margin of error in case there is a problem. 

Length Requirements
The length of your final paper cannot exceed six (6) pages. If your paper exceeds six pages, you may include up to two
(2) additional pages for a fee of $250.00 (U.S. dollars) for each page. Papers that exceed the length requirements without
payment of the appropriate fees, or papers that do not reasonably conform to the format instructions cannot be publish-
ed in the proceedings. (Invited papers may be up to 10 pages in length without payment of extra page charges. No addi-
tional pages are available for invited papers.)

Index of Authors
We will prepare a simple author index for the volume. In the body of the e-mail message you send to notify us of your
submission (see next page, “Preparing Your Paper for Electronic Delivery”), please let us know—if there is likely to be
any question—how your name and those of your coauthors should be listed in the author index. Some names are
straightforward (Smith, Jim); others are not (van Dyke, Jim: alphabetized under ‘‘V’’ or ‘‘D’’? Epstein Barr, Sheila—or Barr,
Sheila Epstein?). 

Copyright Transfer Agreement
Please print and sign the Copyright Transfer Agreement provided with these materials and FAX it to Professional Book
Center (305-946-8106) in advance of the final paper deadline (April 10). For multi-author papers, a single signature by the
lead author is sufficient. Keep a copy of the form for your files. Papers not accompanied by this agreement cannot be
published in the proceedings. 

Extra Page Fee Invoice
If your paper exceeds the page limit established by the organizers, you must also complete and FAX the Extra Page Fee
Invoice form along with the Copyright Transfer Agreement.

Contacting Professional Book Center
If you have any questions regarding formatting, deadlines, or electronic submission of your paper, please contact Jennifer
Ballentine at Professional Book Center: 303-756-5222; FAX: 303-756-5374 (note that this is a different FAX number from
the one used for your forms); email: jennifer@probook.net Professional Book Center is located in Colorado in the Moun-
tain Time Zone—two hours earlier (by the clock) than New York and one hour later than California. IMPORTANT: Due
to the volume of proceedings papers processed by Professional Book Center, we cannot individually confirm receipt of
your materials. Please DO NOT CALL or e-mail to inquire if your paper has been received. We will contact you if your
materials are not received or complete. 



PREPARING YOUR PAPER FOR ELECTRONIC DELIVERY—IJCAI 2001

Please read and follow the instructions below carefully:
1. Prepare and review your paper exactly as if you intended to physically send it to us. Use the macros and styles that
are available as described in the author notification sent by AAAI. LaTEX files are available from the conference Web
page: http://ijcai.org/data/ijcai01.sty and http://ijcai.org/data/named.bst

2. Once your paper is finalized, use your formatting software to make a single PostScript OR Adobe Acrobat PDF file for
the entire paper. If you have the ability to deliver your paper as a PDF file, we strongly encourage you to do so for rea-
sons of file size and accuracy. If you use Acrobat Distiller to make a PDF file from your PostScript file, be sure to select
the press option of Distiller. Whether you will submit PostScript or PDF files, you must embed all fonts you use in
your file (especially any math fonts, special symbol fonts, or fonts you have created or customized yourself). Do not
compress, zip, or encode your file in any way. Make sure your file size is less than 3 megabytes (this will be much eas-
ier with a PDF file). When preparing graphics, you may wish to downgrade scans or greyscale images to result in a final
file size under 3 megabytes. IMPORTANT: If, after PostScripting, your file is larger than 3 megabytes and you are unable
to submit a PDF file, you must contact ProBook by e-mail (lee@probook.net) for instructions before you FTP your file. 

Please print and proofread your paper in its electronic form prior to submission; Professional Book Center will inspect
your paper for obvious errors, but your ability to ‘dump’ your PostScript file to a PostScript printer directly and have it
print correctly is your best check of accurate PostScripting. Do not e-mail the PostScript file: attachments frequently fail
with files of this size. 

3. Use the paper tracking number (simple numerical code) assigned by AAAI to your accepted paper as the filename, fol-
lowed by the extension ‘.ps’ for a PostScript file or ‘.pdf’ for a PDF file. 

4. Using your FTP client software, open an anonymous session at ‘ftp.probook.net’ and place your file in the directory
‘IJCAI’. If your software supports it, our server is programmed to display a ‘progress’ bar that will help you determine
that your file uploaded successfully. If you do not have FTP client software, you can obtain the shareware program
‘ws_ftp’ on the Web at ‘www.tucows.com’. (NOTE: This FTP space will be available for uploading after March 30—do
not attempt to upload your final paper before that date.)

5. After you’ve uploaded your contribution, please send an e-mail message to ‘lee@probook.net’ with ‘IJCAI 2001’ on the
subject line, and include the following information: the name of the file that you uploaded to us, the names of the pa-
per’s authors, the exact paper title, and the number of pages in the paper. Also include in this message any instructions
on alphabetizing any unusual forms of contributors’ names. A human being will process this information, so no particular
order or format is necessary.

6. If possible, please FTP your contribution early—we can begin accepting papers on March 30. Early submission will
also help avoid overburdening our server with large amounts of incoming data arriving all at once on the deadline.

7. You must FAX (to 305-946-8106) your completed Copyright Transfer Agreement and (if applicable) the Extra Page Fee 
Invoice form. All accompanying forms must be received by Professional Book Center by the paper deadline. 

CHECKLIST
Please complete the following by Tuesday, April 10:

 Paper properly formatted and submitted by FTP according to the Electronic Delivery Instructions. 

 E-mail sent to Professional Book Center with filename, authors, title, and indexing terms for paper.

 Copyright Transfer Agreement (both pages) signed by lead author of paper FAXed to 305-946-8106.

 Extra Page Fee Invoice (if applicable) FAXed to 305-946-8106.



IJCAI 2001
INTERNATIONAL JOINT CONFERENCE ON ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE, INC.

FAX TO: 305-946-8106

COPYRIGHT TRANSFER AGREEMENT                           PAPER TRACKING NUMBER:             

TITLE OF PAPER: 

AUTHORS: 

LEAD AUTHOR ADDRESS: 

Under U.S. copyright law, the transfer of copyright from the author or authors should be explicitly stated in writing to en-
able the publisher to publish and disseminate work to the fullest extent. The following agreement must be signed by the
principal author and returned before processing of the manuscript for publication can be completed. Please note that if
the manuscript was prepared as a “work for hire,” that is, as a product of work done for an employer, this
agreement must be signed by an official representative of the employer rather than by the author.

Please read and sign Part A only, unless you are a government employee and created your paper as part of your employ-
ment, in which case, please read and sign Part B. If your work was performed under Government contract, but you are
not a Government employee, sign Part A and see item 6 under Returned Rights. Please fax back both pages of this
form by the paper deadline.

PART A—COPYRIGHT TRANSFER AGREEMENT
The undersigned, desiring to publish the above article/paper in a publication of the International Joint Conferences on Ar-
tificial Intelligence, Inc. (IJCAII), hereby transfer their copyrights in the above paper to the International Joint Conferences
on Artificial Intelligence, Inc. (IJCAII), in order to deal with future requests for reprints, translations, anthologies, reproduc-
tions, excerpts, and other publications.

This grant will include, without limitation, the entire copyright in the paper in all countries of the world, including all re-
newals, extensions, and reversions thereof, whether such rights currently exist or hereafter come into effect, and also the
exclusive right to create electronic versions of the paper, to the extent that such right is not subsumed under copyright.

The undersigned warrants that he/she is the sole author and owner of the copyright in the above paper, except for those
portions shown to be in quotations; that the paper is original throughout; and that the undersigned’s right to make the
grants set forth above is complete and unencumbered.

If anyone brings any claim or action alleging facts that, if true, constitute a breach of any of the foregoing warranties, the
undersigned will hold harmless and indemnify IJCAII, their grantees, their licensees, and their distributors against any li-
ability, whether under judgment, decree, or compromise, and any legal fees and expenses arising out of that claim or ac-
tions, and the undersigned will cooperate fully in any defense IJCAII may make to such claim or action. Moreover, the
undersigned agrees to cooperate in any claim or other action seeking to protect or enforce any right the undersigned has
granted to IJCAII in the paper. If any such claim or action fails because of facts that constitute a breach of any of the
foregoing warranties, the undersigned agrees to reimburse whomever brings such claim or action for expenses and attor-
ney’s fees incurred therein.

(more on next page)

FAX to Professional Book Center by Tuesday, April 10, 2001



Returned Rights
In return for these rights, IJCAII hereby grants to the above authors, and the employers for whom the work was per-
formed, royalty-free permission to:

1. retain all proprietary rights (such as patent rights) other than copyright and the publication rights transferred to IJCAII;

2. personally reuse all or portions of the paper in other works of their own authorship;

3. make oral presentation of the material in any forum;

4. reproduce, or have reproduced, the above paper for the author’s personal use, or for company use provided that
IJCAII copyright and the source are indicated, and that the copies are not used in a way that implies IJCAII endorsement
of a product or service of an employer, and that the copies per se are not offered for sale. The foregoing right shall not
permit the posting of the paper in electronic or digital form on any computer network, except by the author or the
author’s employer, and then only on the author’s or the employer’s own World Wide Web page or ftp site. Such Web
page or ftp site, in addition to the aforementioned requirements of this Paragraph, must provide an electronic reference
or link back to the IJCAII electronic server (http://www.ijcai.org), and shall not post other IJCAII copyrighted materials
not of the author’s or the employer’s creation (including tables of contents with links to other papers) without IJCAII’s
written permission;

5. make limited distribution of all or portions of the above paper prior to publication.

6. In the case of work performed under U.S. Government contract, IJCAII grants the U.S. Government royalty-free permis-
sion to reproduce all or portions of the above paper, and to authorize others to do so, for U.S. Government purposes.

In the event the above paper is not accepted and published by IJCAII, or is withdrawn by the author(s) before accep-
tance by IJCAII, this agreement becomes null and void.

Author’s (or Employer’s Representative’s) Signature: 
Title (if not author): 
Title of paper: 
                                                      Tracking Code: 
Date:               Employer for Whom Work Was Performed: 

PART B—U.S. GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEE CERTIFICATION
This will certify that all authors of the above paper are employees of the U.S. Government and performed this work as
part of their employment, and that the paper is therefore not subject to U.S. copyright protection.

The undersigned warrants that he/she is the sole author/translator of the above paper, and that the paper is original
throughout, except for those portions shown to be in quotations.

U.S. Government Employee Authorized Signature: 
Title (if not author): 
Title of paper: 
                                                      Tracking Code: 
Date:               Name of Government Organization: 

FAX to Professional Book Center by Tuesday, April 10, 2001



PROFESSIONAL BOOK CENTER — IJCAI 2001 CONFERENCE
2050 SOUTH SAINT PAUL ST., DENVER, CO 80210, U.S.A.

FAX TO: 305-946-8106

EXTRA PAGE FEE INVOICE

PAPER TRACKING NUMBER:             

If your contributed paper for the IJCAI 2001 conference proceedings exceeds the 6-page limit established by the 
conference organizers, you may purchase up to 2 additional pages at a cost of $250 (U.S. dollars) per page. 

Title of the paper that exceeds the page limit: _______________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Name of lead author: ______________________________________________________________________________________

Number of extra pages:                  × $250 per page = total cost for extra pages: ____________________________

OPTION A — PAYMENT BY CHECK
 I will be paying using a check made payable to and mailed to Professional Book Center, 2050 S. Saint Paul Street,

Denver, CO, 80210, USA. Checks must be in U.S. dollars drawn on a U.S. bank.

(NOTE: Checks must be accompanied by this form)

OPTION B — PAYMENT USING MASTERCARD OR VISA
 Please charge to my (circle one)             Mastercard             Visa

The total dollar amount I wish to charge is: ________________________________________________________________

My credit card number is: _________________________________________________________________________________

The expiration date shown on my card is: _________________________________________________________________

Exact name of the cardholder as shown on card:  __________________________________________________________

Cardholder’s complete mailing address (must be address at which your credit card statements are received)

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Date this form completed:  ________________________________________________________________________________

Signature: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

FAX to Professional Book Center by Tuesday, April 10, 2001

THIS SPACE RESERVED FOR THE USE OF PROFESSIONAL BOOK CENTER

 authorization #


